
Two Companies Control 99% of the World’s
Productive Assets – and Driving the ‘Great
Reset’

written by GEG | September 6, 2021

Vanguard is the largest shareholder of BlackRock. Vanguard is privately owned and is
linked to many of the oldest, richest families, including the Rothschilds, the Orsini
family, the American Bush family, the British Royal family, the DuPont family, the
Morgans, Vanderbilts and Rockefellers.
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There is evidence that there is no lumber shortage, but that the market is being
manipulated by third party lumber buyers who are storing it and withholding it from the
market. When only a few companies control the market, they can create a false scarcity.
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Kenneth Chenault, the former CEO of American Express, and Kenneth Frazier, the CEO of
Merck & Co., two of the most prominent Black business leaders in the US, told CEOs to
sign a statement “opposing what they view as discriminatory legislation on voting.”

Google, Apple and Amazon Worked Together to
Destroy Parler, a Conservative Social Media
Platform
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Founder John Matze said that removing Parler was a coordinated attack by the tech giants
to kill competition in the market place. Matze said that all vendors have abandoned
Parler, including text message services, email providers and their lawyers.
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More than Half of Young Americans, Unhappy
with the Present Economic System, Want
Socialism, Not Realizing That’s What They
Already Have
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Socialism and communism are responsible for scarcity, starvation, brutality, and the
murder of tens of millions of people over the past 100 years. College students
increasingly embrace socialism because they don’t have a clue what it is.
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A government monopoly over speech is worse than a private monopoly, because government
can fall back on the police power of the state to perpetuate its monopoly.
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Jake Morphonios explains how free trade treaties such as NAFTA destroyed not only the
American economy by shipping manufacturing jobs overseas, but ruined Mexico’s
agricultural industry, too. As a result, mass migration from Mexico to the US began
after NAFTA was implemented. Free trade treaties create monopolies and the winners are
the heads of corporations and central bankers.


